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Abstract In this paper we present an overview of several techniques wehave studied
over the years to build game AI for domination games. Domination is a game style in
which teams compete for control of map locations, and has been very popular over
the years. Due to the rules of the games, good performance is mostly dependent on
overall strategy rather than the skill of individual team members. Hence, this makes
domination games an ideal testbed to study game AI.
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1 Introduction

Domination is a game style in which teams of players compete to control certain lo-
cations on a map calleddomination points within a real-time environment. Specif-
ically, a domination point is controlled by the team whose player last stepped on
it. Each second, the teams earn points for each of the domination points that they
currently control and have controlled for all of some preceding time window. In
addition to moving around on the map, players are able to engage in combat with
players from the opposite team when they are nearby. A playerwho is killed in
combat respawns at a point randomly selected from a set of pre-determinedspawn
points on the map. In the meantime, the player who killed them may be able to take
advantage of this to gain control of a domination point that the killed player had
been defending.
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Domination games have been used, either exclusively or as anoption, in a va-
riety of game genres, including first-person shooters (e.g., Half-Life R©, Call of
Duty R©), role-playing games (e.g., World of WarcraftR©), and third-person shoot-
ers (e.g., Gears of War 2R©). In addition, many other games that do not perfectly fit
the domination model have similar characteristics. For example, Counter-StrikeR©,
which is among the most popular multiplayer games ever released, also consists of
two teams competing in a real-time environment in which strategic control of certain
locations (such as bomb sites and hostage drop-offs) is vital to success.

Although an individual player who is highly skilled in combat gives his team
a definite advantage, this is much less true than in other gametypes where, for
example, points are awarded for each kill. Instead, team-based strategy is of high
importance in these games. Although no player has control over the actions of his
teammates, many of these games have built-in communicationsystems to allow
players to devise and execute specific strategies with theirteammates. We suspect
that the team-oriented nature of these games is a primary reason for their enduring
success, and it also makes them an excellent testbed for AI development.

In addition, domination games can generally be classified ashaving the following
properties: Domination games arenon-deterministic; success in combat requires
both skill and luck, and it is not possible to predict whetheror not a player will
successfully reach his objective. Domination games are also adversarial; two or
more teams compete to control the domination points. Finally, domination games
areimperfect information games; a team only knows the locations of those opponent
players that are within the range of view of one of the team’s own players. These
conditions make domination games a good testbed for evaluating algorithms that
integrate planning and execution.

We refer to individual players who are not human-controlledasbots. The purpose
of our research is not to improve the combat performance of individual bots, and
so we use the same Finite State Machine-based bot logic for all of our computer-
controlled players. Our interest is in the overarching strategies that teams of bots
pursue.

Over the years we have devised several methods that integrate planning and ex-
ecution for selecting a team’s strategy in domination games. Table 1 shows a sum-
mary of the three algorithms that we will discuss in this paper: HTNBOTS, RETAL-
IATE, and CBRETALITE. HTNBOTS uses hierarchical task network (HTN) repre-
sentation techniques to generate new plans [3]. It monitorsthe current situation in
the game; when the circumstances change, it generates new plans on the fly. RE-
TALIATE uses reinforcement learning techniques; it uses a Q-learning algorithm to
find policies that represent competent ways to play the game [16]. The third system
is CBRETALITE [1]. CBRETALITE is built on top of RETALIATE ; it stores and re-
trieves a library of policies, which are reused by using the reinforcement learning
algorithm from RETALIATE .

We have conducted a study that compares these three approaches. In this chapter,
we report on the architectures of these three systems and comparisons among the
knowledge requirements and performance results of the three systems.
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Table 1 Three systems for playing domination games

Game AI Description

HTNBOTS Replanning algorithm. Uses HTN planning techniques to generate plans on-the-
fly

RETALIATE Generates policies that adapt to the opponent using reinforcement learning tech-
niques

CBRETALITE Stores and reuses policies generated by RETALIATE

2 DOM: A Generic Domination Game Environment

Our initial experiments with each of our three systems used the commercially avail-
able game Unreal TournamentR© as the simulation environment. While this simu-
lator provides a useful API for controlling teams of bots, wefound that a number of
factors made it difficult to perform large-scale experiments and extract useful data
from them.

Instead, we built a game environment, called DOM, which captures the essence
of domination games [1]. The basic rules in DOM are the following: Each time a
bot on teamt passes over a domination point, that point will belong tot. Teamt
receives one point for every five game ticks that it owns a domination point. Teams
compete to be the first to earn a predefined number of points. Noawards are given for
killing an opponent team’s bot, whichrespawns immediately in a location selected
randomly from a set of map locations, and then continues to play. A location is
captured by a team whenever one of its bots moves on top of the location and within
the next five game ticks no bot from another team moves on top ofthat location.

The total number of possible states in the game is at leastO(2∗1034), assuming
a standard map of 70x70 cells, 4 domination locations, and 3 bots per team [2]. It
would be infeasible for our agents to reason in such a complicated world, so we
have used an abstraction of states and actions that was first described in the work on
RETALIATE [16]. In the abstracted description of the world, the current state consists
only of the ownership of each domination point; each point iseither owned by one
of the teams or is unowned at any point in time. Thus, for an environment withd
domination points andt teams, the total number of possible states isdt+1. We also
abstract away the possible actions of the bots. In this abstraction, each action states
only to which domination location each of the bots on a team should go. Thus,
for an environment withd domination points andb bots per team, the number of
actions available to a team isbd . The details of how a bot moves from one location
to another are strictly determined by a shortest-path algorithm.
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3 The Game AI Systems

We briefly summarize each of the three algorithms we investigated that integrate
planning and execution for playing DOM. Each of the algorithms focus on control-
ling which domination locations team-member bots are sent to. Consequently, the
behavior of the individual bots can be pre-determined by a standard FSM. Our algo-
rithms do not make a priori assumptions about what that behavior is, which allows
bots to be used as plug-ins. In principle, this allows the design decisions for the
team AI to be made independently of the design decisions relating to the control
of individual bot behavior. Similarly, by using bots as plug-ins, the game developer
can swap different bot types in and out of the game and even usebots developed for
single-player non-team modes in multi-player games. For further details of these
algorithms please see the references.

3.1 HTNB OTS

HTNBOTS is a dynamic replanning algorithm that uses hierarchical task network
(HTN) planning techniques to generate plans [3, 8]. HTN planning proceeds by de-
composing high-level tasks such aswin domination game into simpler tasks such as
send bot b1 to location L1. There are two kinds of tasks: compound and primitive.
Compound tasks, such aswin domination game, can be further decomposed into
subtasks whereas primitive tasks cannot. The primitive tasks denote concrete ac-
tions, such assend bot b1 to location L1. Each level in an HTN adds detail on how
to achieve the high-level tasks. The sequencing of the leaves in a fully expanded
HTN yields the plan for achieving the high-level tasks.

3.1.1 Planning knowledge in HTNBOTS

HTN planners require that the planning knowledge be provided in the form of meth-
ods and operators. A method encodes how to achieve a compoundtask and consists
of three elements:

• Head: The task being achieved, called thehead of the method
• Preconditions: The set of preconditions indicating the conditions that must be

fulfilled for the method to be applicable, and
• Subtasks: The subtasks needed to achieve the head.

Table 2 shows an example of a method (?<string> indicates that<string> is a
variable). The task that this method achieves is that teamT gains control of locations
?L1 and ?L2. This method is applicable when the variables ?L1 and ?L2 refer to
domination locations and the variables ?bot1, ?bot2, and ?bot3 refer to distinct bots
on teamT . The method accomplishes its head by ordering one of the botsto go to
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location ?L1, another to go to location ?L2, and the third to patrol between those
two locations.

Table 2 Example method and operator in HTNBOTS

Method Operator

Head: Control2Locations(T , ?L1, ?L2) Head: sendBot(b, ?LD)
Preconditions: Preconditions:

domLocation(?L1) botLocation(b, ?LC)
domLocation(?L2) Effects:
teamMember(?bot1, T ) ¬ botLocation(?b, ?LC)
teamMember(?bot2, T ) botLocation(?b, ?LD)
teamMember(?bot3, T )
different(?bot1, ?bot2, ?bot3)

Subtasks:
sendBot(?bot1, ?L1)
sendBot(?bot2, ?L2)
patrol(?bot3, ?L1, ?L2)

Operators define valid actions in the domain. An operator consists of:

• Head: The primitive task that the operator accomplishes.
• Preconditions: The conditions that must be true for the operator to be applicable.
• Effects: How the current situation changes as a result of applying the operator.

Table 2 also shows an example of an operator. This operator sends a botb to
a location ?LD. The operator is applicable when botb is at location ?LC. After
successful execution of the operator, botb will no longer be in location ?LC, and
will instead be in location ?LD. The preconditions and effects of operators allow
the planner to construct a plan that will achieve the primitive taskif the action
is executed successfully. Because these plans are executedin a nondeterministic
environment, this is not always the case.

3.1.2 HTN Planning in HTNBOTS

The following are the steps performed by HTNBOTS to decompose a compound
task,t:

1. M← select all methods whose head matchest
2. m← select a method fromM that is applicable
3. decomposet with the subtasks ofm

For selecting an applicable method,m, HTNBOTS checks if the preconditions
are valid in the current state of the game world. This is accomplished through a
communication protocol between HTNBOTS and the game engine. For example,
for the method shown in Table 2, each of its six preconditionsmust be fulfilled in
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the game world, which will also result in the variables beinginstantiated to concrete
objects in the game world. If the method is used then it will decompose the task
Control2Locations(T , ?L1, ?L2) (with proper instantiation of the variables) into the
three subtasks indicated in the method.

The three steps above are repeated recursively for each compound task in the sub-
tasks ofm until a primitive task is reached. For achieving a primitivetask HTNBOTS

performs the following steps:

1. O← select all operators whose head matchest
2. o← select an operator fromO that is applicable
3. Execute action for operatoro

One again the communication protocol is used to determine ifan operator is ap-
plicable by checking if the operator’s preconditions are valid in the current state of
the game world. The communication protocol is also used to execute the action in-
dicated by the operator. An action is a ground instance of an operator. That is, the
operator’s variables are instantiated with objects (the particular objects are identi-
fied by the game engine when determining if the operator is applicable). The game
engine has code for executing actions. For example if the action is sendBot(b33,
L77), then the game engine will compute a path from the currentlocation of botb33
to locationL77. The code for executing the action will also determine what to do in
in-game situations such as encountering an opponent.

3.1.3 Plan execution

In HTNBOTS each action indicates a concrete activity to be executed by one bot.
As a result, HTNBOTScan execute actions in parallel if these are performed by dif-
ferent bots. Once the plan is generated, HTNBOTS will start executing each action
in the order indicated by the plan. The following steps are performed for each action
a in the plan:

1. check if the botb assigned for performinga is performing another action; if not
then executea

2. if b is performing another action then wait untilb is done, and then executea

These steps ensure consistency in the execution of the plan.On the other hand
they might unnecessarily delay the executions of other actions (e.g., those actions
to be performed by other bots that occur later in the plan). More sophisticated ex-
ecution control could be implemented (e.g., if a latter action is not dependent on a
currently delayed action, it could be executed).

When a plan is executed, HTNBOTS keeps constant track of the preconditions
of the method decomposing the top level task (i.e., to win a domination game). If a
percentage of these preconditions that are no longer valid is greater than a predefined
threshold, a new plan is generated and executed. The rationale is that we only want to
change the plan if enough conditions in the game have changedmaking it necessary
to adapt to these changes. Typically methods decomposing the top-level tasks have
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preconditions about ownership of the domination locationsand the method indicates
strategies for dealing with those situations. When domination location ownership
changes substantially, it makes sense to immediately generate a new plan to adapt
to the new situation. HTN plan generation in HTNBOTS is extremely fast making
this process seamlessly.

3.2 RETALIATE

We used reinforcement learning (RL) to create RETALIATE which uses Q-learning
[15] to acquire winning strategies for games in DOM. Unlike some other forms of
learning, RL does not require annotated training examples to learn, nor does RL
need an expert to provide feedback to the learner. In RL, interaction with the world
is the only way the agent gains information: the agent (1) senses the state of the en-
vironment (2) chooses which action to take, (3) performs theaction, and (4) receives
a (scalar) reward or punishment. Under the RL approach, timeis spent crafting the
representation of the game state, called the “problem model” - that is, how the vari-
ous complexities of complete game states are abstracted into a simpler form that RL
can use. This is typically significantly easier than manually designing and imple-
menting strategies in complete symbolic representations,such as HTNBOTS . The
problem model used by RETALIATE is presented in Section 3.2.2.

In this section, we first briefly describe RL in general, and Q-learning in particu-
lar. Next, we present the way in which we modeled the states and actions of DOM
in order to increase the efficiency of our application of the Q-learning process. This
section is concluded with the RETALIATE algorithm.

3.2.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning is a form of machine learning where an agent or team of
agents learns a policy - what action to select in every perceived world state - in a
potentially stochastic environment. The goal in RL is to arrive at an optimal policy,
which is one that maximizes the rewards received, through a process of trial and
error. For an overview of RL in general, see [15].

The purpose of RL algorithms is to find a policyπ that maximizes the sum of the
returned rewards. A policyπ is a mapping from states to actions indicating for each
states, the actionπ(s) that should be chosen. This mapping is calculated by using
the rewards received from previous action selections in states already visited. Each
state-action value is a representation of the expected future rewards of takings in a,
and assumes that policyπ is used for all subsequent action selections. Rewards are
obtained from the environment as a result of the agent’s actions, and are measured as
U(s′)−U(s), the difference between the utilities of the current states and the next
states′ that will be reached after executing an action. In Section 3.2.2 we present our
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definition of the utility and reward functions for use of the RETALIATE algorithm in
DOM.

In RL, including Q-learning, the choice of which action to take in states, that is
π(s), involves the use of estimates of the expected value of taking each action in ev-
ery possible game state. These estimates are derived from the rewards received after
taking a selected action in a given state. There exist multiple ways for keeping track
of the estimates, and in Q-learning the most straightforward approach is to maintain
a “Q-table” that associates with each(state,action) pair the estimated valueQ(s,a)
of the pair, called the “Q-value”. The value of the reward,R, is used to perform an
update on the Q-table entryQ(s,a) for the previous states in which the last actiona
was ordered. The Q-table approach is only feasible when the number of states and
actions in the problem model is limited, not only because thetable size can become
very large otherwise (the size of the table is the number of states multiplied by the
number of actions), but also because the amount of learning cycles required to arrive
at an accurate estimate of the Q-value grows with the number of state-action pairs.

The update on the Q-table entryQ(s,a) for the previous states in which the last
action a was executed is computed according to the following formula, which is
standard for updating the entries in a Q-table in temporal difference learning:

Q(s,a) = Q(s,a)+α(R+ γ ∗argmax
a′

(Q(s′,a′)−Q(s,a))) (1)

In this computation, the Q-value in the Q-table for the action a that was just
taken in states, Q(s,a), is updated. The function argmax returns the value from the
Q-table of the best team action that can be performed in the new state,s′, which is
simply the highest value associated withs′ in the table for anya′. The value ofγ,
which is called the discount-rate parameter, adjusts the importance of future rewards
in making current decisions.

In order to safeguard against creating Q-values (and therefore policies) that are
stuck in a local optimum, action selection is often performed using an “ε-greedy
strategy”; rather than always executing the action of highest estimated value in a
given state, when the system is in states, with a probability of 1− ε it selects the
actiona with the highestQ(s,a) and with a probabilityε it selects a random action.
The policyπ employed by a Q-learning agent in this case is therefore the combina-
tion of ε-greedy action selection with a Q-table.

3.2.2 Problem Model: Definition of States and Actions

When deciding upon the problem model to use in RL, one must consider the es-
sential features of the problem being addressed. For example, while the amount
of ammunition remaining is important for an individual teammember, the overall
team’s strategy might safely ignore this detail. A problem model that takes into con-
sideration too many features of the game state can lead to a learning problem that
is very difficult, or impossible, for the system to solve in a reasonable amount of
time. Similarly, an overly-simplified problem model leads to a system that does not
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play very well, or one that has very limited capabilities. The trick is to model the
problem in such a way that learning can happen quickly, whilesimultaneously being
rich enough to support a range of interesting behaviors.

In RETALIATE game states are represented in the problem model as a tuple indi-
cating the ownerOi of the domination locationi. For instance, if there are three dom-
ination locations, the state(E,F,F) describes the state where the first domination
location is owned by the enemy and the other two domination locations are owned
by our friendly team. Neutral ownership of a domination location is also considered
and is represented by anN in the relevant location in the tuple. For three domination
locations and two teams, there are twenty-seven unique states of the game, taking
into account that domination locations are initially not owned by either team.

The addition of other parameters was considered to increasethe information con-
tained in each state. The additional information slowed theRETALIATE learning
process considerably, reduced the effectiveness of the RL team, and ultimately was
not worth the additional computational cost. In contrast, not only did the simpler
definition greatly reduce size of the state space, leading tomore rapid learning but,
as our result show, it also contained sufficient informationto develop a winning pol-
icy. The separation of parameters - those used to define team tactics versus those
used for individual behavior - is one of the central qualities of RETALIATE .

In RETALIATE states are associated with a set ofteam actions. A team action
is defined as a tuple indicating the individual actionAi that boti takes - for a team
of three bots, a team action tuple consists of threeindividual actions. An individual
action specifies to which domination location a bot should move. For example, in
the team action(Loc1,Loc2,Loc3), the three individual actions sendbot1 to domi-
nation location 1,bot2 to domination location 2, andbot3 to domination location 3,
whereas in(Loc1,Loc1,Loc1), the individual actions send all three bots to domina-
tion location 1. If a bot is already in a location that it is told to move to, the action
is interpreted as instructing the bot to stay where it is. Individual bot actions are
executed in parallel and, for a game with three domination locations and three bots,
there are twenty-seven unique team actions because each botcan be sent to three
different locations. The Q-table therefore contains 27×27= 729 Q-value entries.

Despite the simplicity in the representation of our problemmodel, it not only
proves effective but it actually mimics how human teams playdomination games.
The most common error of novice players in this kind of game isto fight opponents
in locations other than the domination ones; these fights should be avoided because
they generally do not contribute to victories in these kindsof games. Part of the
reason for that is that, if a player is killed away from a domination location, it will
not have a direct affect on ownership and hence will not have an effect on the score.
Consequently, it is common for human teams to focus on coordinating to which
domination points each team member should go and this is precisely the kind of
behavior that our problem model represents.
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3.2.3 The RETALIATE Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents pseudocode for the RETALIATE online learning algorithm.
RETALIATE is designed to run across multiple game instances so that thepolicy,
and therefore the RETALIATE -controlled team, can adapt continuously to changes
in the environment while keeping track of what was learned inprevious games.
These changes can include changes in our own players (e.g., different type of bot),
changes in the opponent team (e.g., changes of tactics), andchanges in the game
world (e.g., a new map).

Algorithm 1 RETALIATE(Qt)

1: Input : Q-TableQt

2: Output : updated Q-table
3: ε is 0.1,α is 0.2,γ is 1.0, and statesprev is maintained internally
4: if rand(0,1)> ε then {epsilon greedy selection}
5: actiona← applicable action with max value in Q-table
6: else
7: actiona← random applicable action from Q-table
8: statesnow← Execute(a)
9: rewardR←U(snow)−U(sprev)

10: Qt(sprev,a)← Qt(sprev,a)+α(R+ γmaxa′Qt(snow,a′)−Qt(sprev,a))
11: sprev← snow

12: returnQt

RETALIATE is controlled by three Q-learning parameters: the “epsilon-greedy”
parameterε, which controls the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation by
setting the rate at which the algorithm selects a random action rather than the one
that is expected to perform best, the “step-size” parameterα, which influences the
rate of learning, and the “step-size” parameterγ, which determines the present value
of future rewards. For our empirical evaluations, we found that settingε to 0.1, and
α to 0.2 work well. RETALIATE diverges from the traditional discounting of rewards
by settingγ equal to one so that possible future rewards were as important as in
selecting the current action as immediate rewards. Initially, we setγ < 1 to place an
emphasis on immediate rewards but found that the rate of adaptation of RETALIATE

was slower than whenγ was set to one.
RETALIATE starts by either initializing all entries in the Q-table with a default

value, which was 0.5 in our case study, or by restoring the Q-table from the previous
game. The game is then started, and the game state representation sprev is initialized
to each domination location having neutral ownership(N,N,N).

The following computations are iterated through until the current game is over.
First, the next team action to execute,a, is selected using the epsilon-greedy param-
eter; this means that a random team action is chosen with probability ε , or the team
action with the maximum value in the Q-table for state s is selected with probability
1 - ε. By stochastically selecting actions we ensure that there is a chance of trying
new actions, or trying actions whose values are less than thecurrent maximum in
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the Q-table. This is important to ensure that RL experimentswith a wide range of
behaviors before deciding which is optimal.

The selected actiona is then executed, and the resulting state,snow, is observed.
Each bot can either succeed in accomplishing its individualaction or fail (e.g., the
bot is killed before it could reach its destination). Eitherway, executing a team action
takes only a few seconds because the individual actions are executed in parallel.
Updates to the Q-table occur when either the individual actions have completed
(whether successfully or unsuccessfully), or domination location ownership changes
because of the actions of the opposing team.

Next, the rewardR for taking a in sprev, is computed as the difference between
the utilities in the new statesnow, and the previous statesprev. The reward function,
which determines the scale of a reward, is computed asR = U(snow)−U(sprev).
Specifically, the utility of a states is defined by the functionU(s) = F(s)−E(s),
whereF(s) is the number of friendly domination locations andE(s) is the number
of enemy-controlled domination locations. For example, relative to teamA, a state
in which teamA owns two domination locations and teamB owns one domination
location has a higher utility than a state in which teamA owns only one domination
location and teamB owns two.

Finally, the Q-valueQt(sprev,a) for taking actiona in statesprev is used in the
standard Q-table update function presented in Equation 1. Having completed the
current update, the new statesnow is backed up in variablesprev for the next update,
and the modified Q-table is returned.

3.3 CBRETALITE

One of the limitations of reinforcement learning agents in general and RETALIATE

in particular is that the process of converging to an optimalpolicy may be slow.
Worse, when the situation changes in a way that is not reflected directly in the states
observed by the agent, a policy that was previously optimal may no longer be a good
choice, and the slow process of finding an optimal policy for the new problem must
begin. This is a result of the trial-and-error process by which reinforcement learning
agents incrementally update their policies based on experience. It is possible to fine-
tune the parameters of the Q-learning algorithm to adapt very quickly to changing
conditions, but this has its own trade-offs.

Instead, we developed a new system, CBRETALITE, that applies case-based rea-
soning (CBR) techniques to RETALIATE . The CBRETALITE system stores a library
of cases, each of which contains a winning policy and the conditions under which
that policy was learned. When the current policy is highly ineffective, the system
searches for a case that matches the current situation and begins using the policy
from that case. As a result, it is able to quickly change its strategy to counter the
different strategies of a dynamic opponent.
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3.3.1 Case-Based Reasoning

Case-based reasoning is a general problem-solving strategy in which new scenarios
are compared with problems that were previously solved, anda successful solu-
tion to a previous problem that is similar to the current scenario is adapted to solve
the current problem. The knowledge artifacts that store information about previous
problem-solving episodes are calledcases, and typically consist of two components:
a representation of the problem that was solved and a representation of the success-
ful solution to the problem. A widely used model of case-based reasoning includes
four steps:Retrieve, Reuse, Revise, Retain.

In theRetrieve step, the system searches for one or more cases in its case library
that have a problem that is similar to the current problem. IntheReuse step, a solu-
tion to the current problem is produced, either as a direct copy of the solution from a
retrieved case, or adapted to take into account the differences there may be between
the problem in the case and the current case. In theRevise step, the system updates
its knowledge base as a result of the success or failure of theattempt to solve the
current problem with the solution generated in theReuse step. In theRetain step,
a new case is inserted into the case library. This consists ofa problem that was re-
cently solved as well as the solution to that problem. This solution may have been
generated from scratch, provided by a tutor, or produced from an existing case. Ad-
vanced CBR-based system may also have a feature to manage thecase library, such
as by removing redundant cases.

3.3.2 CBR In CBRETALITE

In CBRETALITE, the solution part of each case is a Q-table, as learned by RE-
TALIATE . The problem representation consists of a set of features describing the
current game situation, which are not part of the state representation used within the
Q-learning algorithm.

When a DOM game begins there is very limited information available, but
CBRETALITE selects a case based on what it does know. The Q-table from that
case is used to make decisions during the game, and is updatedusing the Q-learning
algorithm exactly as in RETALIATE . After a certain time window, CBRETALITE de-
termines whether or not it has recently been successful, based on the rate at which
each team’s score has been changing.

If it has been highly successful, a new case is created and added to the case
library. The problem section of this new case consists of thevalues of the relevant
features at this time. The solution section of this new case consists of the Q-table
that the agent is currently using, which is likely to have been updated somewhat in
the time since it was copied from an existing case.

If CBRETALITE has been very unsuccessful, it will abandon the current Q-table
and instead search for a case in the case library that is similar to the current situation
and begin using its Q-table. If there is no case sufficiently similar to the current
situation, or if CBRETALITE is neither winning nor losing by a significant margin,
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then it will neither store nor retrieve a case, but will continue using and updating its
current Q-table.

If CBRETALITE has a new case to store and finds that there is already a case in
the library with a very similar problem, it will compare how successful the agent
was when each of the two cases was created, and will retain only the one with the
Q-table that gave the agent the most success.

3.3.3 Features And Similarity

The representation of the problem used in the case library consists of several features
that, based on observation and trial-and-error, seemed likely to correlate highly with
the effectiveness of different strategies. Specifically, CBRETALITE uses the follow-
ing features:

• Team Size: The number of bots on each team.
• Team Score: The current score of each team.
• Bot Distance: The distance between each bot in the game and each domination

location.
• Ownership: The fraction of time over a rolling time window in which eachdom-

ination location was owned by each of the teams.

To compute the level of similarity between one problem and another, CBRE-
TALITE uses alocal similarity metric for each feature type and aglobal similarity
metric that aggregates the values of each local similarity metric.Local similarities
are valued between zero and one, and are computed by matchingsensory readings
from a time window within the current game world with those stored in the case.
The value of the aggregate is simply the sum of the local similarity for each feature,
divided by the number of features.

The Team Size feature type records the number of bots on a team. Teams are
assumed to be of equal size, however this assumption could bedropped by using a
feature for each team. Ifx is the size of the team in the current game andy is the
team size from a case,SimT size(x,y) is equal to one whenx = y and zero otherwise.

TheTeam Score feature type records the score of each team. So, ifx is the score
of teamA in the current game andy is the score of teamB from a case, then the sim-
ilarity is computed bySimT Score(x,y) = 1− (|x−y|/SCORE LIMIT ). The constant
SCORE LIMIT is the score to which games are played. In our case-base, teamA is
always CBRETALITE and teamB is the opponent.

The next feature type,Bot Distance, uses the Euclidian distance of each bot to
each domination location to compute similarity. That is, each case contains, for
each opponent botb and for each domination locationl, the absolute value of the
Euclidian distance fromb to l. Specifically, ifx is the Euclidian distance ofb to l in
the current game andy the analogous distance from the case, thenSimDist(x,y) = 1−
(|x−y|/MAX DIST ). The constantMAX DIST is the maximum Euclidian distance
any two points can be in a map. With an opposing teams of size 3 and a map with 3
domination locations, there are 3∗3= 9 of elements of this feature.
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The final category of feature,Ownership, uses the fraction of time each teamt has
owned each domination locationl during the time windowδ to compute similarity.
So, if x is the fraction of timet has controlledl in the current game andy is the
analogous fraction from the case, thenSimOwn(x,y) = 1−|x− y|. With 2 teams and
3 domination locations, this category has a total of 6 elements.

4 Knowledge Representation Requirements

The three agents have some common requirements: an API that allows them to
sense information from the game world and send commands to execute in the game
world. All agents require a representation of the potentialstates of the world. The
details of the representation vary from agent to agent but basically the state contains
information about (1) which team owns each location, (2) where are the bots located,
and (3) the score of the game. The agents also require information about the actions
that the bots can make. This is basically a state-transitionfunction S×A→ S that
indicates for each states and actiona what next state will be reached ifa is taken
in s. Aside from these common requirements, some comparisons about each agent’s
knowledge representation requirements can be made (Table 3summarizes the three
systems).

Table 3 Knowledge requirements of systems

Game AI Description

HTNBOTS Action transition model represented as operators and HTN methods
RETALIATE Action transition model
CBRETALITE Action transition model, features for the cases, similarity metric

HTNB OTS has the largest knowledge engineering effort.HTNBOTS uses the
SHOP HTN planning algorithm [10]. SHOP uses a domain-independent algorithm
to generate plans that are then executed as outlined in Section 3.1. In order to use
SHOP, methods and operators must be provided. As explained in Section 3.1, meth-
ods encode how to achieve a compound task whereas operators define valid actions
in the domain whereas methods provide knowledge about how tocombine the ac-
tions to solve problems in the domain (Table 2 shows an example a method and
operator). A single operator can describe multiple transitions by using variables;
every possible instantiation of variables into constants is one possible transition.
Hence, the collection of all operators encodes the state transition function, which
as pointed out before, is a common knowledge requirement forall agents. Creating
methods requires a deep understanding of the domain to understand the ways in
which problems can be solved. The difficulty of creating a list of methods to model
completely a domain is a well-known limitation of HTN planning and research has
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been conducted aiming at learning this knowledge automatically from a collection
of sample plan traces [17, 6, 18].

RETALIATE has the lowest knowledge engineering effort.RETALIATE only
needs a state transition model (roughly equivalent to the operators in HTN plan-
ning) as input. For example, the operator from Table 2 is represented as multiple
transitions of the form:

(s,sendbot(b,LD),s
′) (2)

for every botb and for every pair of states(s,s′) such thats is a state whereb is
in LC ands′ is a state whereb is in LD. There is no knowledge about how to combine
actions to solve problems because, as explained in Section 3.2, RETALIATE learns
this knowledge as policies by using Q-learning.

CBRETALITE has a low knowledge engineering effort.In addition to the state
transition model of RETALIATE , CBRETALITE needs to identify the featuresF that
will be used to describe the problem section of cases. There are very many possible
features of the game world that could be used, and selecting those that are most
likely to contain useful information can be more of an art than a science. Addition-
ally, an appropriate local similarity metric for each feature must be identified. Our
global similarity metric is a weighted average of the local similarity metrics used for
each feature, and setting these weights to an appropriate value is another knowledge
engineering challenge.

To offset these burdens, we have also investigated a system to automate much
of knowledge engineering process [5]. In that work, we include a large number of
features and initially weight them all equally. Through an iterative process, we learn
new weights that accurately represent the usefulness of theindividual features, and
can remove those that have very low weights.

It is possible for a case-based reasoning system to be provided with a case library
designed by experts, which would substantially increase the knowledge engineering
effort required to use the system. While CBRETALITE will work with cases of any
provenance, we have only used cases that it learns through its own experience. Thus,
the case library is learned automatically and does not contribute to the knowledge
engineering burden.

5 Game Performance Comparisons

To test the performance of our AI agents, we pitted them against a variety of hard-
coded agents in the DOM game. The performance metric we used is the final score
of the agent minus the final score of the opponent. This performance was measured
in a variety of maps in a 3-bot versus 3-bot and 4-bot versus 4-bot settings. To de-
termine the effectiveness of learning algorithms, we typically played several games
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against the same opponent sequentially, maintaining the knowledge base between
them. The opponents were ranked among three classes of teams:

• Easy-difficulty opponents. The team encodes a simplistic strategy that is easy to
counter.

• Medium-difficulty opponents. The team encodes a somewhat more difficult strat-
egy to counter.

• Hard-difficulty opponents. The team’s strategy is very difficult to counter.

This categorization was obtained through observation of multiple games across
different games. The individual behavior of each bot was controlled by the same
finite state machine, so this was not a factor for the difference in performance among
the teams. We further define opponent strategy as either dynamic or static; dynamic
opponents change their strategy over time while static opponents do not. Table 4
presents a summary of the results. For details please refer to the individual papers [3,
16, 1, 7, 9].

Some of the easy-difficulty opponents distributed bots among domination points
in a fixed, hard-coded strategy. Others intelligently selected a subset of domination
locations to contend for, ordering one bot to defend each andany remaining bots to
patrol between them. Medium-difficulty opponents used morecomplex strategies,
such as always sending each bot to the unowned domination point that it is closest
to, if any such points exist, or distributing the bots evenlyamong the domination
points that it does not own, without using any to defend the points that it does own.
The hard-difficulty opponents used even more complex strategies, or dynamically
selected among strategies based on the current situation.

Table 4 Performance of the three systems

Game AI Description

HTNBOTS Solid performance versus easy- and medium-difficulty opponents. It loses versus
hard-difficulty opponents

RETALIATE Solid performance versus easy- and medium-difficulty opponents. It wins versus
some of the hard-difficulty opponents but loses to others

CBRETALITE Improves the performance of RETALIATE against easy- and medium-difficulty
opponents.

HTNB OTS has a solid performance versus the easy and medium static oppo-
nents. HTNBOTS was the first system we built to play DOM games. Initially we
had a relatively small set of opponents, which over time we found to be easy- and
medium-difficult opponents. Against these the initial knowledge base did well. As
we added more competent opponents over the years, the performance of HTNBOTS

was poor even against some of the more recent medium-difficulty opponents. This
was the result of lack of experience with the DOM game, which meant that the
first encodings we created were a bit naı̈ve. Against the most difficult ones, the per-
formance of HTNBOTS is not as good as the other two agents. We also played
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HTNBOTS against RETALIATE and CBRETALITE directly, and it was usually
defeated. This revealed some shortcomings in its knowledgebase. Recently, the
knowledge base of HTNBOTS went through a major overhaul, resulting in signif-
icant performance improvement [7, 9]. It now solidly beats all easy- and medium-
difficulty opponents from our latest testbed. It is still outperformed by RETALIATE

and CBRETALITE when competing versus the most difficult opponents. We believe
that further improvements are attainable by modifying the existing HTN methods.

Over time, RETALIATE achieves a solid performance versus the easy- and
medium- static opponents, versus dynamic opponents, and versus some of the
most difficult opponents. RETALIATE was the second game agent we created to
play DOM games, and we benefitted from our experiences with HTNBOTS. In par-
ticular, we identified a small number of features, such as ownership of the domina-
tion locations, that are crucial representatives of the state of the game world. Against
easy-difficulty opponents, RETALIATE quickly achieves a good performance (typi-
cally very early in the first game). Against medium-difficulty opponents, it will learn
a winning policy within the first half of the game. Against some of the difficult op-
ponents, it will still learn a winning policy within the firstgame. However, against
others of the hard-difficulty opponents, it does not seem to be able to converge to
a winning policy. We believe that the main factor for this latter behavior is that the
current set of features selected is not sufficient to captureall necessary conditions
that would allow RETALIATE to counter the strategies of these very difficult op-
ponents. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that RETALIATE is able to learn a winning
policy versus most opponents within one game. We also testedRETALIATE versus
dynamic opponents (i.e., opponents that change their strategy over time) and it was
able to adapt versus these opponents as well.

CBRETALITE improves the performance over RETALIATE on easy- and medium-
difficulty opponents. CBRETALITE was conceived with the idea of improving on
the shortcomings of RETALIATE . Specifically, we expected it to find a winning
policy faster than RETALIATE by short-circuiting the RL process in that it would
immediately retrieve a “good” policy from the case library and, hence, void the
need for RETALIATE to find a winning policy from scratch. For most of the easy-
and medium-difficulty opponents CBRETALITE was able to find a winning policy
quicker than RETALIATE . This was less so versus the more difficult opponents. In
some cases it was able to improve on RETALIATE but the difference between the
two was not statistically significant. We believe that the reason for these results is
the same as the reason why RETALIATE cannot converge to a winning policy versus
some of the hard opponents. Namely, that there are not enoughfeatures represented
in the state to identify certain situations in the game worldwhere taking one action
over another one would be desirable. Still, we found the results promising as CBR
helps to address one of the most significant shortcomings of RL by reducing the
time the RL algorithm takes to converge to a winning policy.
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6 Final Remarks

Game AI has received a lot of attention over recent years. There have been a num-
ber of works showcasing the use of AI techniques such as reinforcement learn-
ing, planning, and case-based reasoning. With very few exceptions, including the
Bridge Baron R© and F.E.A.R. R© systems, both of which use AI planning tech-
niques [13, 11], there have been very few fielded applications of these techniques
into modern commercial games. Our work showcases some of these difficulties:

• Difficulty in creating the knowledge bases.Developing competent players us-
ing deliberative reasoning such as HTN planning can requirea significant effort
to create the knowledge bases. This is consistent with observations about using
HTN planning in other domains.

• Time to generate competent policies.Learning algorithms such as RL require
some time until they converge to competent policies.

At the same time our study points to some promising capabilities. The crucial
point is that game researchers have pointed out the need to create competitive AI
rather than the most perfect possible one [12, 14]. The goal for common commercial
game applications is, after all, not to create an AI that willbecome unbeatable for
a human player but one that is competitive for an average player. With this goal in
mind our study points to the following possibilities:

• Capability to create competent AI.It is feasible to create good AI with deliber-
ative reasoning techniques such as HTN planning. In fact ourexperiments show
that even the first, somewhat naı̈ve version of the knowledge base could beat
all easy-difficulty and some of the medium-difficulty opponents. Further work
was sufficient to create a competitive version that could only be beaten by the
hard-difficulty opponents.

• Capability to learn competent AI It is feasible to learn good AI within reason-
able time. Albeit it requires a careful analysis of the features of the state of the
game to identify a small subset of these features that is sufficient to guarantee
good performance. In addition, CBR can further improve the speed upon which
good performance is achieved by skipping several trial-and-error iterations.

For future work, the results of our study points towards an intriguing direction:
deliberative AI such as HTN planning could be combined with learning techniques
such as combining CBR and RL techniques to attain competent Game AI. Each
could be used to address the shortcomings of the other one. HTN planning can start
with somewhat competent game AI. This will reduce the knowledge engineering
effort compared to creating a knowledge base that is fully competent. At the same
time it guarantees a minimum performance level from the outset of the game unlike
RL. Using learning techniques one could improve the knowledge base to fill it with
newly discovered strategies that the learning algorithm finds while playing. This
would address the shortcoming of HTN planning where the initial knowledge base
may encode some flawed strategies. There is a challenge with this direction, which
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is how to combine the symbolic plan generation process of HTNplanning with the
stochastic mechanism of RL. In recent work [4] we have begun initial work towards
this combination.
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